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perspectiveSCAPE__________ DUE 11/17/14 
 
DESCRIPTION: 
This assignment will build on your knowledge of line and value, while considering a 
new resource: perspective. While our focus thus far has been on the visual properties 
of linear perspective, the term carries alternative definitions. You are encouraged to 
pursue formal and technical means of achieving perspective, while considering how 
the term also references a particular attitude toward, or way of seeing something 
(object or issue).  
 
RESEARCH: 
Begin by familiarizing yourself with the distinctions between 1-point, 2-point & 3-point 
perspectives. In what way are they employed to the greatest effect?  
Further explore these 3 perspectives with simple object drawings. Challenge yourself 
to push the illusion of depth and atmospheric perspective.   
 
After pursuing the technical and formal aspects of the term, perspective, take a 
moment to consider your perspective on a specific issue. (i.e. politics, commerce, 
education, money, the art world, etc.). Use this brainstorm to influence your next step 
of image compilation. And keep in mind the final drawing should possess both a 
formal and conceptual approach to the term ‘perspective’. 
 
APPROACH 
After thoughtful consideration of your views, collect pictures of landscapes and other 
images of things one could find in a landscape (ie. flora, fauna, statues, signs, 
architecture). Be sensitive to the perspective employed in these found images. 
Collect at least 10 images in your sketchbook, these images may come from books, 
newspapers or the internet. You will modify the images (digitally or with scissors and 
glue) to create 3 collages that represents your ideas. Your finished collage (source 
image for drawing) must be black and white and at least 7x10. From this collage you 
will create one drawing by transferring the imagery to paper using the grid method. 
As you work, be mindful of the objectives below. 
 
COMPLETION: 
The following must be accounted for on the appropriate dates:  
-3 collaged studies DUE 11/5 BY BEGINNING OF CLASS 
-Final Drawing DUE 11/17 AT BEGINNING OF CLASS 
-Final drawing must employ logical application of perspective. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



OBJECTIVES: 
Form 
•Accurate use of linear perspective. 
•Effective use of value and or contour line to create depth. 
•Accurate depiction of proportion and foreshortening 
•Intentional and appropriate choice of composition. 
•Inclusion of atmospheric and linear perspective. 
 
Content  
What do you want to have in your landscape? Architecture? Nature? Something out of 
place? A made-up environment. Consider incorporating signs, symbols or iconographic 
imagery that can be used to share your thoughts. Can you create a metaphor? Your image 
does not have to be blatant or obvious. Why did you choose this particular landscape? What 
is its history? How did it come to be here? Who owns it? How can the composition, subjects or 
objects reinforce your message? What is your point of view-literally and figuratively? Will the 
viewer be above the imagery? Below it?  
 
 
Materials: 

Found imagery / collage material 
Charcoal (all varieties) 
All graphite pencils 
Erasers 
1 sheet white Stonehenge/BFK/Arches drawing paper, 22"X30"  

 
Terms: 
Horizon line- The horizontal line that represents infinite distance at the point of eye level. In landscape, the meeting of 
sky and sea or the earth when the terrain is level. 

Atmospheric perspective- An adjustment of values to suggest distance or dense atmosphere. 

Linear perspective- A Geometric sysytem developed by architects and artist during the renaissance for projecting 
the illusion of objects in depth from a particular point of view.  

One point perspective- In one-point perspective, only one vanishing point exists; lines radiate outwardly from this 
point, and parallel lines meet at this point.  One-point perspective is the same as parallel perspective.  

Two-point perspective- In two-point perspective, there exist two points from which an object’s lines radiate from; the 
sides of the object vanish to one of two vanishing points on the horizon line. 

Three-point perspective- In three-point perspective there are also two vanishing points somewhere on the horizon; 
however, unlike two-point perspective, there also exists a vanishing point above or below the horizon line that the 
vertical lines disappear to.   

Vanishing point- Located on the horizon line, the point where all receding edges of parallel rectangular planes in the 
drawing converge. 

Foreground- The foreground is the closest space in a composition in relation to the viewer.  The foreground stands out 
from the background of the picture 

Background- The background is the space in a piece of artwork that functions as a means to support and enhance 
the main subject matter of the piece.  

Middleground-The space between the fore and background. 

Collage- The art form of pasting or assembling diverse materials onto paper or other surface.  

 


